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0 of 0 review helpful At last An understandable approach to improving one s golf By Momary I bought this book for 
myself after browsing through it at a friend s house As a woman I liked the author s emphasis on a natural rather than 
mechanical approach to my swing With much practice I now have an easier and more comfortable swing Clark writes 
in a simple understandable way The pictures could be clearer I s Instead of applying those golf mechanics to your 
swing this book argues that the key to real improvement is exploring your timing balance and power for yourself It 
then helps you do that The book also covers the mental side of golf emphazing a key distinction between concentration 
on the practice tee and focus on the course and pointing out that true focus requires both your eyes and your mind If 
you Watch the ball with just your eyes it s not enough About the Author As a university professor RH Clark taught 
System Dynamics a subject on thinking outside the box In this book he provides radically new insights that should 
revolutionize the way we improve our golf skills 
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developing motor 
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golf psychologist dr gio valiante has improved the golf mental game of some of the best golfers in the world with his 
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